
www.clinvetfm.com

OUR STATE OF MIND? INNOVATION AND TECHNICITY,
IN A FRIENDLY AND SHARING ATMOSPHERE !

Our vet clinic located on the Reunion island on the seafront was created in 1989 with a predominant
and mainly canine referral activity.

Our goal is to become a reference center.

17 vets including 2 vets eligible to Board, 13 SVA, 3 maintenance agents as well as 3 administrative
employees work in team and on different services.

Dermatology-medical imagery ( scan, endoscopy, ultrasound scan)
surgery- ophtalmology-internal medecine- NAC-oncology-emergencies.

recrutement@clinvetfm.com

YOUR SKILLS

OUR CLINIC 

Veterenary Dermatologist 

YOUR PROFILE 

A long term contract contract or free  
lance collaboration

Full time job or (3/4 possible
per week is possible)

 
a recrutement will take place at the beginning of
the year 2025 in order te replace our dermatologist
who is going to retire at the end of 2025
You will be on a 100% dermatologist job ( dogs and
cats ) during the first six months in coordination
with Doctor HOLZAPFEL.( with 80% referred pets and
dogs )

 Your mission   
will be to strenghen the dermatology

department (dermatological consultation, internal
guidance, dermatology follow-up)

 to take in charge the routine examintions
in dermatology ( Cytology, direct examination,
cytopuncture of skin masses, allergy test;, otology )

 If you are interested you will also be able to
perform our cytological checks in cancerology          

 
thoroughness and professionalism
Good relationship with in the team
Flexibility and adaptability
to speak fluent French

YOUR CONTRACT

First quater 2025

According to profile and
experience

JOB OFFER

YOUR MISSIONS
You must have a degree in veterinary
medicine ( DMV )ideally with a CES or DE
in dermatology or more ( board )

Motivation is required to improve this
department with high growth potential.

A deep experience in dermatology will
be greatly appreciated.

 You whish to evolve witin a
multidisciplanary clinic which will enable
you to fully show your skills

You like challenge and team work.

https://context.reverso.net/traduction/anglais-francais/speak+fluent+French

